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Abstract
This is report of a 31 year old woman who is a known case of discoid lupus erythematosus (DLE) with superimposing of squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) on an old lesion of DLE. The underlying discoid lesion has been left off as a chronic ulcer on the lower lip. DLE is the most common form of chronic cutaneous lupus erythematosous. SCC is a malignant neoplasm arising from epithelial keratinocytes of the skin and mucous membranes. Half of cases with SCC, are usually overlapped on one or more predisposing factors as an underlying cause such as chronic ulcers, scares, radiation and immunologic disorders. Chronic sun exposing skin such as lower lip can induced DLE in susceptible cases, and transformation of DLE to malignancy of SCC also at the next may be appeared. This is a case report of imposing SCC just above one chronic discoid lupus lesion on lower lip. As we know only 4 similar overlapped cases has been reported until now.

INTRODUCTION
Squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) is a malignant neoplasm arising from epithelial keratinocytes of the skin and mucous membranes [1]. In half of the cases with SCC, it is associated with predisposing factors such as chronic ulcers, scares, radiation and immunologic disorders [1,2]. This is report of a 31 years old woman who has been evaluated for 11 years with a diagnosis of discoid lupus erythematosus (DLE) and has found a chronic ulcer just on one of a discoid lesion on her lower lip since 1 year ago. Pathological report of a cut section from a wedge shape incision biopsy confirmed the diagnosis of SCC which has been imposed on discoid lesion. Chronic sun exposure skin and sub-mucous area usually may be affected more in DLE because of remaining chronic scar of DLE and persistence of sun exposed risk factor in these cases, only 18 cases has been reported, but one case has been associated of SCC on discoid lesion of lower lip, as we know [3,4] and this is a case report more with overlap of SCC just above on one chronic old discoid lesion on her lower lip.

CASE REPORT
A 31 year old house wife a known case of disseminated DLE was examined in a private dermatology clinic with multiple similarly wide spread lesions that has been observed on her face scalp and both hands. Their figurations were three colored as in appearance (Fig 1).

Figure 1
Her new chief complain was appearing of an ulcerated mass with deep fissuring on one of old lesion on lower lip. Hypertrophic ulcer has been appeared just in the center of a discoid rash.
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Figure 2

Development of this mass has been growing during last 1 year ago. A pathological study of a cut section from a wedge incision biopsy approved diagnosis of SCC. The remaining examination was normal in this case except ophthalmic examination that a corneal opacity has seen in left eye that has been appeared after invasion of DLE to the ophthalmic cornea. Therapy continued after surgical excision and a de bulking operation of tumor by a safe margin with using hydroxychloroquine 200 mg/day orally and applying locally a thick layer of a potent type of corticosteroid also, the patient has been discharged.

Figure 3

DISCUSSION

SCC has been reported in a case in 1985 as an overlap in discoid lesions of a patient with late stage of DLE [4]. This is a case report more with overlap of SCC above a late stage of discoid lesion on lower lip. [3,6]. Chronic sun exposure skin and sub-mucous area usually are affected more in discoid lupus but some times disseminated lesions may be appeared also at relatively covered area of the body such as scalp. Association of breast carcinoma and malignant melanoma, and nasal perforation has been reported (case reports) in 3 separated patients with SLE also [6,7,8].

Association of breast carcinoma and malignant melanoma, and nasal perforation has been reported (case reports) in 3 separated patients with SLE also [6,7,8]. Diagnosis lesion of DLE in patients with typical late stage is clinically characteristic, but pathological findings and also direct immuno-flourescence examination can be obtained to help only in the cases with questionable lesions [4,5]. Our patient has multiple persistent of typical three chrome discoid skin lesions of late stage DLE which squamous cell carcinoma has been overlapped just above a late stage of discoid lesion of lower lip. More evaluation and work up for finding peripheral and visceral metastases. Total excision has been done completely with a safe margin and advising him to taking on antimalarial compound (hydroxychloroquine) tablet orally 200 mg/day and using of steroid ointment locally on other underlying disseminated discoid lesions [6].
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